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House Néovision was an experimental collaboration between Stephen Gilbert and Peter Stead, to
create a house design for a sloping site in Huddersfield. Gilbert’s prototype model forefronts his
interest in geometric, free-flowing spaces and the dynamic use of colour and new materials.

Stead, who was based in Huddersfield, invited Gilbert to propose a design for the project in January
1955. Gilbert’s initial drawings and letters document his emphasis on using colour to animate the
experience of architectural space:

‘One should be able to circulate so that there is a rhythmic change of colour relations in equilibrium
from any point of view, inside or out.’ [1]

Gilbert achieves this in his model for House Néovision by carefully positioning brightly coloured
panels throughout, encouraging a fluid engagement with the whole space, from a range of positions.

Gilbert had trained and worked as a painter in the 1930s and 1940s, and in 1952 began to use large,
flat, geometric forms in his paintings. In 1954 he began a series of freestanding constructions, using
orthogonal planes of thin aluminium sheet and colour to determine the spaces and overall rhythm of
the work.

Gilbert’s use of flat coloured planes to activate three-dimensional space was influenced by the Dutch
art movement De Stijl, especially the work of Piet Mondrian. Gilbert was based in Paris in the 1950s
where these ideas were being developed by Groupe Éspace, an association of geometric abstract
artists and architects committed to the synthesis of architecture and the visual arts. Gilbert joined
Groupe Éspace in 1954 and later acknowledged the influence it had on his design for House
Néovision:

‘The model house is certainly very close to the work of say Gorin, who was in the Groupe – but also
others, such as Baljeu, Rietveld etc., in that it is an experiment – i.e. an attempt to animate real
space with freed colour planes.’ [2]

Gilbert exhibited his model for House Néovision at the Salon des Réalités Nouvelles in Paris in 1955.
Later that year an image of the model was reproduced in Aujourd’hui, Art et Architecture, a journal
set up by André Bloc, the founder of Groupe Éspace.
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